
OFFICIAL AND APPROVED MINUTES 

SPECIAL TOWN HALL MEETING OF THE BERLIN 
BOROUGH COUNCIL

September 28, 2015     -     6:00 p.m. 

1. The President calls the meeting to order.
2. Please rise for the Pledge of Allegiance and remain standing for both the prayer that follows

and The National Anthem.
3. President Kerrie Broderick offers a non-denominational prayer.

Members of The Berlin Brothersvalley High School Chorus under the direction of Katherine 
Spiri will now inspire us with their rendition of our National Anthem. 

ROLL CALL 
Barb Zerfoss 
Thomas Fisher           
Roger Clarke       
John Harding, Jr.  
Eric Glotfelty       
Mayor Joseph Krause  
Brett Custer  
Kerrie Broderick / President 

Also in attendance: 
Terry Metzgar, Borough Executive Secretary 
Carl Walker Metzgar, State Representative 69th Legislative District 
Tim McNay, Berlin Borough’s Generation Project Consulting Engineer 
Robert Tugwell, CEM | Vice President Public Utilities PowerSecure, Inc. 
Michael E. Ammerman, CEM, E.I.Director DG Program Development PowerSecure, Inc. 

Members of the public: 
See Attached Roster 



President’s Report  
 
Introduction of Council Members and Dignitaries  
 
Council President, Kerrie Broderick offered the following speech: 
 
Thank you for coming to this important meeting tonight.  
 
Since we are Pennsylvania's Borough with the lowest electric rates, we as your Council 
are preparing for the future to keep this status. 
 
You are all aware of President Obama's views on coal because of lost jobs here in Western 
Pennsylvania. Unfortunately it’s not looking to improve in the near future and that is why we 
need to act now.  
 
Tonight’s meeting is focused only on Berlins Generation Project. This Generation Project is not 
vendor specific. We will be open to all competitive sealed bids in the near future. 
If you have other concerns, please attend our Council meetings held on the first Thursday of 
each month. In fact, October’s meeting is this Thursday at 7:00 pm. If you would like to address 
the council, please call the office and have your name added to the agenda. 
 
 
Representative Metzgar provided a brief overview of the Commonwealth’s view on the energy 
industry in general and distributed generation in particular. He complimented the Berlin Borough 
Council for their efforts to pro-actively address the anticipated network congestion and peak load 
contribution increases though the Borough’s Electric Generation Project. 
 
Video Presentation: Berlin Borough Generation Project 2016 / The Road to Energy 
Independence 
 
Brett Custer offered the following: 
 
Adaptation and the Full Circle of Nuts and Bolts Generation 

No doubt many in this room are wondering why are we doing this and how will it lead us toward 
energy independence? 

But before we answer that question, it helps to understand that we have been here before. By that 
I mean that Berlin Borough was in the generation business long before the January 2014 Polar 
Vortex shocked us into reconsidering our energy purchasing policy.  

In fact, Berlin had its own generation plant from 1894 through 1918. It was located somewhere 
along Valley Road just south of Main Street.  

So our 2016 generation project isn’t a new concept, it’s just completing the circle started by our 
forefathers.  

If you go back in the borough archives, you’ll find that bringing electricity to the borough was 
not without opposition as there were folks who were perfectly happy with candles. But the wise 
men of the day prevailed and we still benefit from their efforts today. 



So it will be with our present peak shaving generator project. 

With regard to change, let me share with you the following quote: 

It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the most intelligent that survives. It is the 
one that is the most adaptable to change."  
 
And that is what we’re trying to do with our peak shaving generation project. We are adapting to 
the new energy environment so that our borough can survive and prosper. 
 
But the peak shaving generator is just the first step on our road to energy independence. Bearing 
in mind the old adage “Don’t put all of your eggs in one basket,” we’re hoping to utilize the 
same site for a 400 kW solar array which will save us another $50,000 per year.  
 
Additionally, we hope to upgrade the safety and reliability our distribution network by adding 
Automatic Transfer Switches (ATS’s) to each of our three circuits in the very near future. 
 
Which brings us back to the question “Why are we doing this?” 
 
The simple answer is “Because the generator is better than money in the bank.” 
 
For example:  
 
If we have 2.3 million dollars in the bank we get back $10,496 per year in interest. 
 
If we invest that same 2.3 million dollars in a peak shaving generator, we save $235,135 per 
year in energy. 
 
That’s a pretty easy business decision. 
 
Do nothing and watch inflation eat our savings in the bank or invest it in a tangible asset with an 
inherent productive capacity that returns $235,135 per year on our investment. Back in the day 
when banks were paying 8% interest it was best to leave it in the bank. But when interest rates 
are lower than the inflation rate we had better adapt to that change and find a place to put our 
savings where it won’t evaporate. 
 
I’ll not put you to sleep with all of the arcane calculations that go into this Peak Load 
Contribution stuff but we would be happy to share this information with anyone who is so 
inclined. Suffice to say that in 2014, we would have saved $307,000 if we had the generation in 
place the previous year.  
 
Let me close by thanking all of the good people who took time from their busy schedules to 
attend this meeting. Your intelligent participation is the keystone of our democratic republic and 
bodes well for the future of our borough.  
 
I would also like to thank the town elders whose prudence and frugality provided the financial 
stability that allows us to invest in our future. Let’s hope that God will provide us the wisdom to 
follow in their footsteps. 
 
Thank you very much for your attention and God Speed to all of you. 
 
 



Tim McNay reviewed the generation project from his engineering consultant perspective. 

Robert Tugwell gave his insights on public power and distributed generation based on his 
decades of experience in the municipal electric industry. 

Question and Answer Session: 

James Eutsey asked if the borough is considering both diesel and gas and the pros and cons of 
both? 

Tim McNay provided the tradeoffs on both and mentioned that our proposals are fuel agnostic 
seeking the best value regardless of the fuel type. 

Jim also asked about fuel storage and environmental concerns. 

Mark DeMarchi asked how are we going to pay for the generation project? 
Brett Custer replied that the funds will come from our electric generation savings account. 

Jim Darr asked if the borough might consider joining the PJM demand response program? 
Tim replied that we are currently only considering peak shaving. 

Mike Fogle asked what happens if we miss a peak? 
Tim McNay answered that the peaks don’t sneak up on you so we have plenty of time to prepare 
based on AMP’s forecast. 

He also asked why would Penelec let us peak shave? 
Tim McNay answered that peak shaving distributed generation actually benefits Penelec as well 
as Berlin Borough. 

Mike Fogle asked, “What would the generator maintenance cost in labor?” 
Tim McNay replied that A weekly walk through may be all that is required….a minimal labor 
expenditure. 

Ben Straka asked if we might consider scheduled runs when the energy prices peak? 
He also asked about lightning arrestors on both the switch gear and the generators? 
Tim McNay replied that running the generator during energy price spike is indeed an option and 
the lightning protection is an integral part of both the generator and the switch gear. 

Steve Custer asked who is monitoring the grid for us? 
Tim McNay mentioned that AMP does that for the borough for free. 

Mark DeMarchi asked how much will the project cost? 
Tim McNay mentioned the estimated cost would be 2 to 2.4 million dollars with a 10 year pay-
back. 

Mark Harrill at 305 Broadway asked what improvements to the grid are expected over the next 
30 years? 

Tim McNay replied that we can expect upgrades on the security and reliability side. 

Mark Harrill also asked if we should upsize the generator to play the energy market? 



Tim McNay replied that such is an option but somewhat expensive from a regulatory 
perspective. 

Council Member Roger Clarke asked about capacity credits and if we could use batteries rather 
than generators? 
Tim replied that PJM does have a demand response and capacity credit option but we have not 
elected to participate at this time. Battery storage is, at this time, prohibitively expensive. 

Joel Landis asked about emission standards? 
Michael Ammerman replied that we would be using Tier IV Interim and as such, they are very 
clean. 

Joel also asked about the exercising schedule. 
Michael Ammerman mentioned that this is a local option but a monthly exercise is normal. 

Don Cochran wanted to know if we should rent rather than buy the generator? 
Tim McNay mentioned that rentals are mostly for the emergency market and not the best choice 
for peak shaving. Interconnection rules will not allow a short term parallel connection. 

Don Cochran wanted to know what happens when the government shuts down the Ohio power 
company? There was not direct response to this question as it lacked specificity. 

Mark DeMarchi stated that "The borough has always looked out for our interests and I think they 
are doing that now, they are looking ahead for our future and the future of Berlin." 

Jim Darr, vice president of Darr Construction, of Berlin, said that with more than 40 years of 
experience working in construction and electrical systems, he believes the project is necessary. 

"Everything this gentleman (referring to the consulting engineer) said so far is true, it's not a 
story. It's not something made up. It's true." 

Mr. Darr closed by saying "Now that I have heard this presentation, we need to do it." 

Closing remarks From Kerrie Broderick: 

A special thanks to BBSD Superintendent Dwayne Northcraft, High School Principal Brian 
Thompson, Eric Craig, Chorus Director Katherine Spiri, and all of the students who volunteered 
to help with this evening’s event.   

Mrs. Broderick invited all in attendance to stay after the meeting for refreshments and to witness 
the power block generator in operation. 



Motion by Roger Clarke and seconded by Barb Zerfoss to adjourn this Meeting of the Berlin 
Borough Council at 07:40 PM. 
Aye: 7 
Nay: 0 
Motion Passed 

Note:  The next regular meeting of the Berlin Borough Council is scheduled for October 1, 2015, 
beginning at 7:00 p.m., at the Berlin Borough Council conference/meeting room, 700 North 
Street, Berlin, Pennsylvania. 

Terry L. Metzgar
Executive Borough Secretary
September 28, 2015
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